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CAVEAT CALCULATIONS OF SHOCK INTERACTIONS

by

Donald L. Sandoval

ABSTRACT

CAVEAT Is a computer code for calculating the time-varying
fluid dynamics of several adjacent materials in two or three
space dimensions. Using an extended Godunov technique and ad-
aptive meshing, the code allows for large slippage at material
interfaces. To exhibit the capability for calculating strong
distortions we have performed a variety of calculations de-
scribing the Interaction of shocks with rigid wedges, cylin-
ders, and spheres and deformable cylindrical, spherical, and
conical shells in two space dimensions. Comparison of the re-
sults with experimental data and analytical solutions demon-
strates the considerable accuracy that can be expected from
calculations with this code.

I. INTRODUCTION

For solutions of complex problems in the dynamics of fluids it is often nec-

essary to employ numerical techniques, and to accomplish these solutions by means

of high speed computers. This is especially so for time varying problems in two

or three space dimensions. With several materials undergoing strong contortions

the challenge Is accentuated by the necessity for resolving slippage at the ma-

terial interfaces.

Numerous numerical techniques have been devised over the past 50 years to

meet these challenges, but none have possessed the degree of generality that

would be desirable for solving the scope of problems generated by today's scien-

tific and engineering needs. To extend considerably our capability in the field

of fluid dynamics, a new computer code called CAVEAT [1] has been developed over

the last several years at this Laboratory. Some essential features of this

numerical technique are:



o the Lagrangian representation of material interfaces,

o cell centered velocities with arbitrary adaptivity of the finite dif-
ference mesh,

o a generalized Godunov solution procedure, and

o a general representation of material properties including equation of
state and strength.

In this report our goal is to exhibit some of the features of the CAVEAT

code. To achieve this goal we investigate the interaction of shocks in air with

rigid wedges, cylinders, and spheres, and with deformable cylindrical, spherical,

and conical shells. We make comparisons of computational results with theoreti-

cal and analytical calculations and also with experimental data. For example, we

compare pressures on the surfaces of rigid objects with experimental results pre-

sented by Heilig and Reichenbach [2]. We also compare computer-generated depic-

tions of the shock structure generated by the CAVEAT code to interferograms of

similar experimental data presented by Ben-Dor and Glass [3]. We also investi-

gate shock interaction with deformable cylinders and spheres and conical shells

in which the density of the deformable object is large, to simulate an almost

rigid obstacle, or small, in order to demonstrate the capability for large defor-

mations .

From these results we demonstrate the ability of the CAVEAT code to give an

accurate description of the complex processes of shocks in gases interacting with

rigid wedges, cylinders, and spheres, and with deformable cylindrical, spherical,

and conical shells. Table I defines the nomenclature that is used in these

studies.

II. RIGID WEDGES

For the rigid wedge studies we are concerned with the reflected shock struc-

ture, and with the pressures generated by the shock interaction with the wedge

surface as a function of the wedge angle for various incident-shock Mach numbers.

Three types of shock configurations are to be expected:

o simple reflection,

o Mach reflection, and

o double Mach reflection.

We exhibit calculations for all three circumstances and also calculate the sur-

face pressures generated by these shocks, which are compared with the experimen-

tal data of Heilig and Reichenbach.



TABLE 1

LIST OF PARAMETERS

8 - wedge anglew

6T - angle of incident

Y - parameter in polytropic gas equation of state

Y_-, - parameter in polytropic gas equation of state for shell region

c - initial sound speed in the pre-shocked region

I - initial internal energy in the pre-shocked region

I_ - initial energy in the post-shocked region

M - incident-shock Mach number

p - initial pressure in the pre-shocked region

p_ - initial pressure in the post-shocked region

peiJ - initial pressure in the shell region
on

p. - pressure behind the reflected and (or) primary Mach stem

P2 - pressure behind the secondary Mach shock

p - initial density in the pre-shocked region

p_ - initial density in the post-shocked region

P S H - initial density in the shell region

u_ - material velocity in the post-shocked region

v - incident shock velocity



Figure 1 shows our set-up configuration and initial parameters. The bottom

is our prescribed inflow boundary with the top boundary being outflow. The left

and right boundaries are both reflective boundaries. Our pre-shocked material is

always initially at rest, and the input quantities are nondimensionalized in

terms of initial sound speed, density, and pressure. Specifying the initial Mach

number, M, to correspond with experimental values we calculate our post-shock

conditions (i.e., our inflow conditions) using the following polytropic gas equa-

tions [4]:

(1)

u
c (Y + DMo

(2)

o Y " 1 + [K]
(3)

M

PRE-SHOCK
CONDITIONS

'o.co.y

POST-SHOCK CONDITIONS

t 1—t

(4)

Fig. 1. Configuration for the wedge
problems. The left and right
boundaries are reflective.
The top is outflow and the
bottom inflow. R is the re-
flected shock in this example.



Table II l is ts the ini t ial pre-shocked and post-shocked conditions calcu-

lated from the above equations along with problem ID number and the corresponding

figure numbers.

TABLE II

INPUT DATA FOR RIGID WEDGE CALCULATIONS

Figure
Number

2

6

5

8.52

8

8,52

11

10

12

13

Run
Number

WDG30-W

WDG45-W

WDG49-1v

WDG5-1V

WDG55-1V

WDG35-2V

WDG44-2v

WDG45-2V

WDG47-2V

WDG55-2v

W0G40-3v

WDG44-3V

WDG47-3W

WDG55-3v

WDGN1

W0GN2

WDGN3

M

3.36

3.36

336

3.36

336

1.26

1.26

1.26

1.26

1.26

1.37

1.37

1.37

1.37

8.06

4.72

3.47

vs

3.36

3.36

3.36

3.36

3.36

1.26

1.26

1.26

1.26

1.26

1.37

1.37

1.37

1.37

8.06

4.72

3.47

Po

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

lo

1.786

1.786

1.786

1.786

1.786

1.786

1.786

1.786

1.786

1.786

1.786

1.786

1.786

1.786

1.786

1.786

1.786

Po

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

Co

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Y

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

P-

4.16

4.16

4.16

4.16

4.16

1.45

1.45

1.45

1.45

1.45

1.64

1.64

1.64

1.64

5.57

4.9

4.42

1-

5.58

5.58

558

5.58

5.58

2.08

2.08

2.08

2.08

2.08

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.2

24.3

9.41

6.54

P-

9.29

9.29

9.29

9.29

9.29

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.45

1.45

1.45

1.45

54

18.4

11.54

U-

2.55

2.55

2.55

2.55

2.55

0.389

0.389

0.389

0.389

0.389

0.53

0.53

0.53

0.53

6.61

3.76

2 89

30

45

49

51

55

35

44

45

47

55

40

44

47

55

26.5

10

30



To simulate a rigid wedge we take a logically rectangular mesh and bend the

left logical side through the desired angle, 6 , away from the left vertical

axis. Then the interior coordinates of the mesh are rezoned to conform to the

boundary configuration. Figure 2 illustrates the transformation of the logically

rectangular mesh to the computational mesh.

All of the results in this section were obtained employing a purely Eulerian

mesh, second-order Godunov technique and advection with van Leer limiting.

The experimental data obtained by Heilig and Reichenbach have been plotted

in terms of the quantity AP /AP. as a function of incident angle, 9^ (and 0 ),

where AP. is the change in pressure from the pre-shocked region to that of the

post-shocked region; i.e., AP. = p_ - p . AP. is the same for all wedge

angles at any particular incident-shock Mach number, M. AP is the change in •

surface pressure from the pre-shocked region to the reflected-shock region and

varies depending on the wedge angle and shock structure. Figure 3 shows how AP

and AP. are calculated depending on the shock structure. In the experiments

described by these authors, four different Mach numbers were used for the incident

shock. We have chosen three of these for our comparisons, 3.36, 1.26, and 1.37.

Fig. 2(a) Fig. 2(b)

Fig. 2. Logically rectangular mesh (a) transformed to a calculational mesh and
(b) used in the wedge studies.



P- Po p-
Po

A Pine = P-- Po

AP, = p, - Po

Fig- 3(a) Fig. 3(b)

Fig. 3(c)

Fig. 3. Shock configuration with formulas for AP and AP . (a) regular re-
flection, (b) simple Mach reflection, and (c) double Mach reflection.
I is incident shock, R is reflected shock, MS is primary Mach shock,
T is triple point, S is primary slipline, MS' is secondary Mach shock,
and S' is secondary slipline.



The first of these shows double Mach reflection, with good agreement among exper-

imental, theoretical, and calculational results. The second showed some interest-

ing discrepancies that are discussed in Sec. VI. Because of those discrepancies

we examined the third case, with Mach number close to that of the second, and saw

considerably less discrepancy.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of our computational data to the two- and

three-shock theory and to the experimental data presented by Heilig and

Reichenbach for the first of the three different Mach numbers. The solid lines

are theoretical curves; the solid line on the left is from two-shock theory

(regular reflection) and the solid line on the right is from the three-shock

theory (Mach reflection). The circles with error bars are experimental data that

Heilig and Reichenbach present, and the + points are our computational results.

At this high incident-shock Mach number, M = 3.36, the three-shock theory does

not predict the double Mach reflection that occurs at the shallow wedge angles,

however, it does predict the pressure jump across the primary Mach stem. The

experimental data agree well with the two-shock theory at incidence angles less

than 40 degrees and with the three-shock theory across the primary Mach stem.

5.0

4.0

APf
ARme

3.0+

2.0

55

+ CALCULATIONAL RESULTS
5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
I EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
- THEORY

WEDGE ANGLE <6W)
50 45 40 35

35 40 45 50 55

INCIDENT ANGLE (6,)

30

60

Fig. 4. Comparison of AP /AP. as a function of incident angle. The incident
r inc

shock Mach number is 3.36.



A secondary Mach shock is present at incident angles greater than 40 degrees as

indicated by the experimental results. Our computational data agree well with

both the two- and three-shock theory as well as with the experimental data. The

calculations indicate that the double Mach structure occurs at 9.. = 35° (see

Fig. 5), whereas the experimental data do hot indicate this. At the angle of

transition from regular to double Mach reflection (8 =• 51°) our computational

results are lower than theory predicts. These discrepancies are discussed in

Sec. VI.

Figure 6 shows a qualitative comparison of a corsputer-generateii depiction of

shock structure to a Schlieren photograph [2] of an actual experiment. Both are

at the same wedge angle (9 = 45°). The incident-shock Mach number in our CAVEAT

calculation is 3.36, whereas the incident-shock Mach number of the experiment is

3.03. Despite this difference, the two shock structures are very similar. We

can easily locate the two triple points and the sliplines that emerge from the

triple points due to the change in entropy in that region.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of our computational results with the exper-

imental data and two-shock theory for the second of the three Mach numbers.

Fig. 5(a) Fig. 5(b)

Fig. 5. Computer-generated depiction from a calculation where M = 3.36 and
9ff = 55°; (a) is pressure contour and (b) density. Note that double

Mach reflection occurs.



Fig. 6(a) Fig. 6(b)

Fig. 6. Comparison of shock structure between calculation and experiment.
(a) computer-generated density contours for M = 3.36 cae~ and
(b) Shadovr-Schlieren photograph for M = 3.03 case.[2]

3.5

3 o-l-

2.0

-I- CALCULATIONAL RESULTS
1 indicates AC = 1.2
2 kidlcates AC = 0.9
3 indicates AC - 0.6

' 4 indicates AC = 0.5

\ EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
— THEORY

ANALYTICAL

55
WEDGE ANGLE (6W)

50 45 40
• i35 40 45 55

INCIDENT ANGLE (6,)

+2
+1

60

Fig. 7. AP /AP as a function of incident angle. The incident Mach number isr lnc
M - 1.26.
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At this smaller incident-shock Mach number of 1.26, the formation of the double

Mach reflection does not occur, instead simple Mach reflection occurs. Again,

the two-shock theory, the experimental data, and our computational re ults agree

well. The dashed line presented on this figure at incident angles g: .'-«r than

45 degrees was obtained by using computer-generated pressure contour plot? from

our computational data and measuring the distance the Mach stem is from a fixed

point at various times. Graphing distance versus time we find V from the

slope. Knowing V , we can use Eqs. (1) and (4) to calculate the pressure jump

across the Mach stem thus allowing us to derive an analytical interpretation in

this region. A comparison of the raw computational results, the experimental

data, and the analytical interpretation shows that our computational results and

the experimental data tend to be low. Near the critical angle of 46 degrees the

low values occur for the same reason as in Fig. 4; for larger angles the discrep-

ancy results from the extreme narrowness of the pressure pulse; both of these

effects are discussed in Sec. VI.

Figure 8 shows the shock structure and the exceptional resolution that can

be obtained using computer-generated pressure contours obtained from the CAVEAT

calculations at three different wedge angles. The initial conditions are the

same for all three calculations. At the smaller wedge angle we see that a large

Mach stem occurs and as the angle increases, the simple Mach reflection structure

becomes smaller until only regular reflection occurs. Note that at this low Mach

number, double Mach reflection does not occur

As explained above, we examine a third Mac.'.i number close in value to the

second. Figure 9 shows a comparison of our computational results to experimental

data and to theoretical and analytical curves. Again at this Mach number of

1.37, only transition from regular reflection to simple Mach reflection occurs.

In contrast to the results shown in Fig. 7, our computational results are here in

good agreement with the experimental data and the analytical curve except at the

angles of transition from regular to Mach reflection (0_ « 43°), where our compu-

tational results are lower than theory predicts. Figure 10 shows computer-

generated depiction of the regular reflection at an angle of incidence of 35

degrees. The reflected shock appears thicker towards the bottom of the wedge

because the computational cells are larger in that region. Figure 11 shows a

computer-generated depiction of a simple Mach reflection at an angle of incidence

of 50 degrees.

11



Fig. 8(a) Fig. 8(b)

Fig. 8(c)

Fig. 8. Computer-generated pressure contours depicting shock structure for
M « 1.26. (a) 0 = 35°, (b) 0 M = 44°, and (c) 9 - 47°.

w W W
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3.5

AP r

APinc
3.0

2.5

+ CALCULATIONAL DATA
} | o EXPERIMENTAL DATA
— THEORY

ANALYTICAL

35 40 45
INCIDENT ANGLE (8,)

50

Fig. 9. AP /LV. as a function of incident angle. The incident Mach number is

1.37.

Fig. 10. Pressure contours for regular Fig. 11. Pressure contours for simple
reflection. 9 = 55° and
M •"- 1.37. W

Mach reflection. 9 = 40°
and M = 1.37. W
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Using computer-generated density contour plots, we qualitatively compare

shock structures produced by our CAVEAT calculations to those shown on interfero-

grams of actual experiments. We make comparisons for two different cases; the

first case we Investigate has a wedge angle of 26.5 degrees and an incoming inci-

dent shock with a Mach number of 8.06. Figure 12 is the comparison of shock

structures between our calculation and the experiment of Ben-Dor and Glass [3].

This comparison shows that CAVEAT is producing very similar features to those of

the interferogram, in particular, the slipline emerging from the triple point.

The interferogram shows that the slipline curves In towards the Mach stem in a

manner that is essentially identical to that of the calculation. The interfero-

gram also shows a shock structure extending from the slipline to the first

Fig. 12(a) Fig. 12(b)

Fig. 12. Comparison of shock structures, (a) computer-generated density con-
tours and (b) interferogram [3] of an actual experiment. M = 8.06 and
0 w = 26.5°., Figure 12(b) copyright 1979, Cambridge University Press.

Reprinted with permission.
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reflected shock, deflecting It to an outward curving arc. Our computational

results also show this shock structure. For the second comparison with these

authors we have a wedge angle of 30 degrees and an incoming incident-shock Mach

number of 3.47. Figure 13 is a comparison of shock structure between our calcu-

lation and the experiment. This comparison also shows similar detail of shock

structure. Our calculation shows a strong sUpline with a sharp curvature along

the wedge towards the Mach stem. The interferogram also shows that the sUpline

has a small radius of curvature where it bends towards the Mach shock, however,

the interferogram does not show the strong density gradient at the surface. This

difference may be explained by the fact that the interferogram lines in Fig. 13

are nearly perpendicular to the wedge, in contrast to the nearly parallel lines

in Fig. 12.

Fig. 13(a) Fig. 13 (b)

Fig. 13. Comparison of shock structures, (a) computer-generated density con-
tours and (b) Interferogram [3] of an actual experiment. M = 3.47 and
9 30°. Figure 13(b) copyright 1979, Cambridge University Press.

Reprinted with permission.
w
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These results on the rigid wedges give us confidence that the CAVEAT code

has the capability to produce an accurate description of the complex Interaction

process of shocks In gases Interacting with rigid wedges. By comparing our

CAVEAT computational result to the experimental data presented by Hellig and

Reichenbach we find considerable agreement. Then by comparing our computer-

generated density contour depictions to Schlieren photographs and interferograms,

we find that CAVEAT produces similar shock structures to those of the experiments.

III. RIGID CYLINDERS AND SPHERES

For the rigid cylinder and sphere studies we are concerned with the changing

shock structures and pressures generated by the shock interaction with these

curved surfaces resulting from the continuously changing angle of intersection,

for two incoming shock Mach numbers, M = 2.37 and M = 3.11. We compare the cy-

lindrical computations with experimental data from Heilig and Reichenbach [2] and

compare and discuss the spherical computations with our cylindrical results.

Keeping our pre-shocked conditions the same as in our wedge calculations, we

can use Eqs. (1) through (4) to calculate our incoming shock conditions. Table

III lists all the input conditions used in our rigid cylinder and sphere studies.

Figure 14 shows our set-up configurations for these studies, where the bottom

boundary is inflow and the top boundary is outflow with the right boundary re-

flective and left boundary either reflective or a cylindrical axis.

TABLE HI

INPUT DATA FOR RIGID CYLINDER AND SPHERE CALCULATIONS

Figure
Number

14.15

16

16,18,20,21

23

Run
Number

CYCS4N

CYCS4M

CYCS5

CYCS5M

CYCSSN

SPHS6

M

2.37

2.37

3.11

3.11

3.11

3.11

2.37

2.37

3.11

3.11

3.11

3.11

Po

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

lo

1.786

1.786

1.786

1.786

1.786

1.786

Po

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

Co

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Y

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

P-

3.17

3.17

3.96

3.96

3.96

3.96

I.

3.59

3.59

5.02

5.02

5.02

5.02

P-

4.56

4.56

7.94

7.94

7.94

7.94

U-

1.62

1.62

2.32

2.32

2.32

2.32

16



PRE-SHOCKED CONDITIONS

Po. />O. 'o.Co.y

NCIDENT SHOCK

POST-SHOCKED CONDITIONS
p_.p_, l_, u_

1 1 1—

Fig. 14. Configuration for the rigid cylindrical and spherical problems. The
top boundary is outflow, and the bottom inflow. The right and curved
boundaries are reflective, while the left boundary may be reflective or
a cylindrical axis.

The rigid cylinder and sphere problems were run with an Eulerian mesh, with

second-order Godunov technique and with second-order advection. The cylinder

problems were run in plane geometry and the spherical problems were run in cylin-

drical geometry in which the left axis is a cylindrical sxis of symmetry.

The incident Mach number is 2.37 for our first cylinder calculation. Figure

15 shows that our mesh set-up consists of a logically rectangular mesh with only

one region and one part to that region. We produce this mesh by bending part of

the top boundary of the logically rectangular mesh into a quarter circle begin-

ning and ending at the desired radial distance from the top left corner.

We first ran this problem using van Leer limiting; however, this caused some

difficulty in reproducing the surface pressure jump across the Mach shock, be-

cause of an overshoot in the pressure. Switching to a monotone limiting scheme

helped smooth out the overshoot, thus enabling us to obtain the correct peak

pressure to calculate AP /AP. . Figure 16 shows a comparison of results from

the monotone and the van Leer limiting schemes, in the form of pressure versus 8T

at a given instant in time.

17



"I

Fig. 15(a) Fig. 15 (b)

Fig. 15. (a) logically rectangular mesh and (b) calculational inesh used in first
rigid cylindrical calculation. Corresponding letters denote the common
sides are labeled.

vanLeer LHWTNG CASE

MONOTONE UMITNG CASE

20 40 eo
INTERSECTION ANGLE

80

Fig. 16. Pressure vs angle of intersection, showing the difference between
van Leer and monotone limiting.
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Figure 17 is a comparison of our CAVEAT computational results with two-shock

theory and experimental data. The experimental data presented by Heilig and

Reichenbach were obtained by measuring the angle of the reflected shock during

the regular reflection phase and applying a form of Snell's law to these results;

these points are the circles in the figure. Our computational results are the

points with the + signs. Here we present results from t»c types of calculations,

one with monotone and the other with van Leer limiting. The + points are results

obtained using the monotone limiting ai<--- the dot points were obtained using

van Leer limiting, extrapolatse to omit the overshoot. At angles of incidence in

which we «sed the van Leer limiting calculations to determine APr/APlnc we did

not have a large overshoot in pressure across these shocks and the peak pressure

was not difficult to estimate.

Our calculational results indicate that as the angle of intersection in-

creases the peak surface pressure decreases. Up to an angle of approximately 38

degrees our calculational results lie on the theoretical curve; for larger angles

the calculational points depart smoothly from that curve and in particular do not

agree with the sharp rise indicated by the theory at about 40 degrees. The ex-

perimental data presented by Heilig and Reichenbach are lower than the two-shock

theory and our CAVEAT results, as discussed in Sec. VI.

3.0-

APinc

2.0

1.0

0.0

• CALCULATIONS. RESULTS (Monotone) |
• CALCULATIONAL RESULTS (vanLeer)l
O EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS I

I*

00 +

o

20 40 80
INTERSECTION ANGLE

80

Fig. 17. AP /AP, as a function of
r inc

intersection angle for an in-
cident shock (M = 2.37) pass-
ing over a rigid cylinder.
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Our second cylinder CAVEAT calculation uses new Incident-shock conditions

with M • 3.11. In this case we employ only van Leer limiting. To demonstrate

the capability for alternative meshing in CAVEAT, we use a more uniform and or-

thogonal mesh around the cylinder. This required making our logically rectangu-

lar mesh into two separate regions with one part each. The top boundary of each

region represents the curved rigid cylinder boundary. The bottom boundary of

region one is our prescribed inflow boundary shown in Fig. 14. The right bounda-

ry of region two is our prescribed top outflow boundary also shown in Fig. 14.

The right boundary of region one and the left boundary of region two are communi-

cative boundaries allowing fluxing between the two regions. The rest of the

boundaries are reflective. Figure 18 shows how the logically rectangular mesh is

transformed into our computational mesh.

REGION ONE REGION TWO

Fig. 18(a)

Fig. 18(b)

Fig. 18. (a) log ica l ly rectangular mesh and (b) computational mesh used in the
second cylinder and spherical problems*

20



Figure 19 Is the comparison of this second rigid cylinder CAVEAT calculation

to two-shock theory and to experimental data. Up to an intersection angle of ap-

proximately 30 degrees our calculational results lie on the theoretical curve;

for larger angles the calculational points depart smoothly from that curve and

again do not agree with the sharp rise indicated by theory at about 38 degrees.

At angles of intersection greater than 60 degrees, we see a second jump in pres-

sure along the cylinder surface (see Fig. 21). This phenomenon is similar to the

double Mach reflection results discussed in the first wedge problem. The plotted

points were obtained by using the average of the maximum and minimum values of

pressure and the uncertainty bars include the entire range from the minimum to

maximum pressures in this region. Figure 20 shows an example of this overshoot.
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0.0
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o EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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e
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10.0 •

0.0
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Fig. 19. AP /AP, as a function of

intersection angle for an in-
cident shock (M = 3.11) pass-
ing over a rigid cylinder.

Fig. 20. Pressure as a function of in-
tersection angle, showing the
maximum and minimum pressures
used to calculate the uncer-
tainty bars of Fig. 19.
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Fig. 21.

22

The evolution of shock structure as an Incident shock (M = 3.11) passes
over a rigid cylinder.



® CYLINDRICAL CASE
+ SPHERICAL CASE

A comparative calculation of this cylinder case with the new meah, versus

this cylinder case with the mesh used in the first cylinder case, shows that the

results are very similar. The only deviation of results is that for large inci-

dent angles the precursor shock of Fig. 20 is smeared out by the less optimal

zoning.

Figure 21 shows the evolution of the shock structure by means of pressure

contours. This shows that at an intersection angle between 46 and 52 degrees the

transformation from regular reflection to simple Mach reflection occurs. At

large intersection angles, a complex shock structure develops. These contour

plots show the two pressure changes along the cylinder wall, as shown on Fig. 19,

at angles of intersection greater than 60 degrees.

To simulate shock interaction

around a rigid sphere we changed from

planar geometry to cylindrical geometry

This change makes the left vertical

axis a cylindrical axis of symmetry,

thus simulating a sphere. The input

conditions we used for this spherical

case are the same as those used in our

second cylinder case.

Figure 22 plots AP /AP. as a

function of the intersection angle.

This figure show* a comparison of the

spherical case and its corresponding

cylindrical case. The + points with

circles around them are results from

the cylindrical calculation and the +

points with no circle around them are

results from the spherical calculation.

The results of the two calculations

are very similar, but show that the

pressures are lower in the spherical

case than they are for the cylindrical

case. This is to be expected because

the pressure can be relieved much

faster around the sphere by lateral

5.0

4.0

APr
3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0
20 40 80

INTERSECTION ANGLE
80

Fig. 22. AP /AP. as a function ofr inc
intersection angle for cylii
drical and spherical rigid
obstacles; M - 3.11.
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divergence of flow in all directions, whereas the cylindrical pressure can be

relieved by divergence only in directions normal to the cylindrical axis.

Figure 23 shows the evolution of shock structure as the incident shock

passes over the rigid sphere. The features shown on these computer-generated

contour plots are quite similar to those shown in Fig. 21.

Another form of testing the calculational results is accomplished by theo-

retically calculating the reflected pressure of the incident shock initially

hitting the cylinder and sphere and the steady-state pressure at that stagnation

point. The behavior of the incident shock hitting the initial impact position is

briefly like that of an incident shock hitting a plane wall. We calculate the

theoretical reflected pressure by placing the shock hitting the rigid wall in the

framework that the fluid ahead is at rest, and applying the following equations

u = — , where c ~
c H

Knowing p we can calculate the reflected pressure by multiplying it by p .
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Fig. 23. The evolution of shock structure as an incident shock (M = 3.11) passes
over a rigid sphere.
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Keeping ourselves in the framework where the fluid ahead is at rest we can

calculate the theoretical steady-3tate pressure at the stagnation point S. By

knowing p_, p_, I_, u_, and y »« can calculate p+, p+, I+, and u+ using the

following equations

Y + 1

where 1L is the Mach number of the reflected shock and

P+ - P_P* ,

P+ " P_z' »

(Y ~

u+ = c_u
f

in which p , p , I , and u, are the pressure, density, internal energy, and

material velocity across the reflected shock.

We now move back to the framework in which the cylinder is at rest. Know-

ing these quantities (p , p , I , and u ) we can follow a Bernoulli line and an

adiabat to the stagnation point. The Bernoulli line is as follows
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rearranging this we get

(5)

The adiabat is iL- (6)

Thus solving (5) and (6) we obtain the theoretical stagnation pressure p . Fig-

ure 24 illustrates where the stagnation point is and where the + quantities are

calculated.

RIGID CYLINDER
OR SPHERE

REFLECTED SHOCK

FLUD AHEAD

Fig. 24. Location of stagnation point, S.
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Figure 25 shows pressure at the stagnation point versus time for both the

cylindrical and spherical cases. Time equal to zero corresponds to the time when

the Incident shock hits the cylinder and sphere. Our spherical results agree at

late times with the expected asymptotic stagnation pressure. The curve also ex-

trapolates well towaraa the theoretical initial reflected pressure. Our curve

for the cylinder also extrapolates well towards the theoretical initial reflected

pressure. Rowever, It approaches the theoretical stagnation asymptote much

slower than the spherical curve. This is also due to the fact that the pressure

at the spherical stagnation point can be relieved by lateral divergence of the

flow in all directions away from the stagnation point. In contrast, the cylin-

drical stagnation pressure can be relieved by divergence only in directions nor-

mal to the cylindrical axis.

These results for the rigid cylinder and sphere show that CAVEAT has the

capability to describe the complex process of shocks in gases interacting with

rigid cylinders and spheres. When we compare our computational results to the

experimental data (as in Figs. 17 and 19) we find that our computations are

higher, as discussed in Sec. VI.

IV. DEFORMABLE CYLINDRICAL AND SPHERICAL SHELLS

Even though there are no experimental data available to make comparisons we

nevertheless investigate shock interaction with deformable cylindrical and spher-

U J 4 O O !
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• SPHERICAL CASE

+ + + + + + + + + + +
* * • • m

t

0.5 1.0

TIME
1.5 2.0

Fig. 25

28

Pressure as a function of time at the stagnation point. A is the theo-
retical initial pressure and B is the theoretical stagnation asymptote.



leal shells. Here we are concerned with shell deformation, and with the changing

shock structures and pressures generated by the shock interaction with these de-

formable surfaces at continuously changing angles of intersection. The transmit-

ted shock through the shell interacts with its inner surface, which may be either

free or a rigid wall. In the latter case we examine the transition from regular

to Mach reflection at that surface,,

Our logically rectangular mesh is similar to the one shown in Fig. 18 except

that we place a strip of mesh along the top of the logically rectangular mesh.

This strip of mesh represents the deformable shell. This mesh consists of only

one region with two parts; part one being the calculational mesh used in our

rigid calculations and part two being the deformable shell. We require specify-

ing only part of the bottom logical side as inflow. Figure 26 shows the logical-

ly rectangular mesh and the corresponding computational mesh used in these

studies.

Fig. 26(a) Fig. 26(b)

Fig. 26. (a) configuration of the logically rectangular mesh used in the cylin-
drical and spherical shell problem; A to B is inflow; C to H is outflow;
A to F is either reflective or a cylindrical axis; B to C is reflective;
F to H Is either reflective or free; D to E is Lagrangian; part two is
the shell region and (b) configuration of the computational mesh.
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In order to run these types of problems correctly, we need to use the adap-

tive mesh technique in the CAVEAT code. This enables the interface to move and

our mesh to adapt to the motion of the interface. The outer shell boundary (i.e.,

the interface between materials) is treated as Lagrangian in the normal direction

of its motion. Table IV lists the input conditions for the deformable series.

TABLE IV

INPUT DATA FOR THE DEFORMABLE CYLINDRICAL

SPHERICAL, AND CONICAL SHELL CALCULATIONS

Figure
Number

26,28,29

30,31

32

34

35,36

37

39,40

38

42,43,46

47,48.49

44,45,46

50,51

Run
Number

DEFCYCS7
DEFCYCS7A

DEFCYCS8
DEFCYCS8A

DEFCYCS9
DEFCYCS9A

DEFSPS10
DEFSS10A

DEFSPS11
DEFS511A

DEFSPS12
DEFSS12A

DEFWDG1

DEFWDG2

DEFWDG3

DEFWDG4

DEFWDG5

DEFWDG6

DEFWDG7

M

3.11

3.11

3.11

3.11

3.11

3.11

3.36

3.36

3.36

3.36

3.36

3.36

3.36

Vs

3.11

3.11

3.11

3.11

3.11

3.11

3.36

3.36

3.36

3.36

3.36

3.36

3.36

P-

3.96

3.96

3.96

3.96

3.96

3.96

4.16

4.16

4.16

4.16

4.16

4.16

4.16

P-

7.94

7.94

7.94

7.94

7.94

7.94

9.29

9.29

9.29

9.29

9.29

9.29

9.29

U-

2.32

2.32

2.32

2.32

2.32

2.32

2.55

2.55

2.55

2.55

2.55

2.55

2.55

PSH

1000

2.0

2.0

1000

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

5.0

20.0

0.5

10.0

PSH

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

0.714

Ys

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

Interior
Boundary

Rigid

Rigid

Applied
Pressure

Rigid

Rigid

Applied
Pressure

Rigid

Applied
Pressure

Applied
Pressure

Applied
Pressure

Applied
Pressure

Applied
Pressure

Applied
Pressure
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We first experiment with the deformable cylindrical and spherical shells by

making the density in the shell large (pcu =• 1000.0) so that we can simulate an
Oil

almost rigid case to compare results to our rigid case. We specify the initial

pressure Inside the shell equal to the initial pressure outside so that we keep

the system in equilibrium. Pre-shock and the post-shock conditions are chosen to

simulate the second rigid cylinder problem, with M = 3.11, previously discussed.

For each of our deformable objects we use for convenience a polytropic-gas equa-

tion of state. In general, many CAVEAT runs utilize table-look-up equations of

state for a variety of real materials.

Figure 27 shows a comparison of AP /AP. as a function intersection angle

for our almost rigid cylindrical shell calculation and our rigid cylinder calcu-

lation. The dot points are from our almost rigid calculation and the + points

are the comparison results from our rigid cylinder calculation. This comparison

shows that our almost rigid calculation is behaving very similar to our rigid

calculation. We see that at small intersection angles the pressures from our al-

most rigid calculation are lower than the pressures from our rigid calculation,

because our deformable cylindrical shell furnishes a relief in pressure. The

precursor shock observed at large angles for the rigid cylinder likewise occurs

for the deformable cylinder. These pressures are shown in this figure without

the uncertainty bars as in Fig. 19. Figure 28 shows the initial interface posi-

tion and the slightly deformed interface position after the incident shock hits.

We notice, however, that at large intersection angles the pressure around our de-

formable cylinder is slightly higher than for our rigid cylinder calculation.

This is probably because using an adaptive mesh in these calculations gives us

better resolution around the shock structure than using an Eulerian mesh in our

rigid cylinder calculations. Figure 29 shows this slightly better resolution of

shock structure, in comparison with the resolution shown in Fig. 21. These re-

sults indicate that CAVEAT is able to handle a large density difference between

adjacent materials. They also exhibit consistent results using very different

approaches such as rigid versus almost rigid, and Eulerian mesh versus an adap-

tive mesh.

We now investigate a larger deformation of the shell by making the density

in the shell much smaller. Keeping all the initial conditions the same as above,

we make the density of the cylindrical shell equal to 2.0, which is twice the in-

itial density in the surrounding material. In this case we keep the inner bound-

ary of the shell rigid.
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Fig. 27. AP /AP. as a function of in-
r lnc

tersectlon angle for M = 3.11.

Fig. 28. Configuration of initial
interface position with
deformed interface of the
almost rigid shell.

Figure 30 shows the evolution of shock structure as the incident shock

travels past the deformable cylindrical shell. After the incident shock hits, a

transmitted shock emerges inside the more dense shell. This transmitted shock

lags slightly behind the incident shock. We see the deformation of the inter-

face, which is represented by the dashed line between the transmitted and the re-

flected shocks. When the transmitted shock hits the rigid inner boundary it pro-

duces a second reflected shock. Figure 31 shows the interface position at vari-

ous times. The incident shock location can be identified by locating the posi-

tion where the interface first begins to deform. At the last time shown, the in-

terface has a kink In it where part of the interface appears to be parallel to

the inner boundary. The position of this kink corresponds to the intersection

with the reflected shock from the inner boundary.
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Fig. 29. The evolution of shock structures as an Incident shock (M = 3.11)
passes over an almost rigid cylinder.
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Fig. 30. The evolution of shock structure as an incident shock (M • 3.11) passes
over a deformable cylindrical shell (p__ «• 2.0) with a rigid interior
boundary.
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Fig. 31. Interface position at a sequence of times.

By making the Inner surface an applied pressure surface with an applied

pressure specified such that it gives us initial equilibrium, we investigate the

effects of the transmitted shock hitting a deformable inner boundary rather than

a rigid one. Figure 32 shows the evolution of shock, structure and the deforma-

tion of the interface and the inner boundary. The parameters for this calcula-

tion are identical to those of the previous case with the exception of the inner

boundary treatment. Figure 32 shows that as the transmitted shock hits the in-

terior boundary the boundary bulges in towards the center of the cylinder and a

strong rarefaction is reflected. Simple Mach reflection develops at the outer

Interface of the cylindrical shell as the angle of Intersection becomes larger.

To convert the geometry of these calculations to represent spherical shells

we use cylindrical coordinates in which the left axis is a cylindrical axis. To

simulate an almost rigid sphere we make the density in the shell region equal to

1000.0. The initial conditions for this slightly deformable spherical shell prob-

lem are the same as the conditions used for the almost rigid cylindrical shell

case. Using our computational results of this problem we can determine AP /AP,

and compare these results to the almost rigid cylindrical shell results.
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Fig. 32. The evolution of shock structure as an incident shock (M • 3.11) passes
over a deformable cylindrical shell (pcn = 2.0) with the inner boundary

bnspecified as a free surface.
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Figure 33 presents a comparison. The dot points refer to the cylirdrical case

and the + points refer to the spherical case. The spherical pressures are again

lower than the cylindrical pressures. Figure 34 illustrates the evolution of

shock configuration. A comparison of this figure with Fig. 27 shows that the

shock evolution for both cases is quite similar. A Mach stem forms at an inter-

section angle of about 50 degrees.

For a more deformable spherical shell we change its density to 2.0. The

inner shell boundary is rigid, anc* the Mach number of the incoming shock is 3.11.

Figure 35 shows the evolution of shock structure as the Incident shock passes

over the deformable sphere. This figure is similar to Fig. 30, which illustrates

the shock passing over a cylindrical shell. At the interior boundary double Hach

reflection occurs. Figure 36 gives a close-up view of this double Mach reflec-

tion. The reflected shock from the outer interface shows a simple Mach configur-

ation; the strength of this shock is very weak compared to the transmitted shock

and the reflected shock.

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

ALMOST RIGID SPHERE

ALMOST RIGID CYLINDER

20 40 60 80
INTERSECTION ANGLE

Fig. 33. AP /AP, as a function of intersection angle.
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Fig. 34. The evolution of shock structure as an Incident shock (M = 3,11) passes
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Fig. 35. The evolution of shock structure as an incident shock (M = 3.11) passes
over a deformable spherical shell (p_H =• 2.0) with rigid interior
boundary.
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For Che next calculation we exhibit the deformation of the interior boundary

by making it an applied pressure boundary. The applied pressure is equal to the

initial pressure in the deformable shell and in the pre-shocked region surround-

ing the shell, thus giving equilibrium. The shock evolution for this calculation

is very similar to that of the cylindrical shell (see Fig. 32). As the transmit-

ted shock hits the interior interface, the interface bulges toward the center of

the spherical shell. Figure 37 shows a close-up view of the shock structure and

Interface deformation at the final state of the calculation. With the angle of

Intersection being large at this time, a Mach stem Is present on the outer inter-

face. We see the strong rarefaction produced by the interaction of the transmit-

ted shock with the interior interface.

These results for the deformable cylindrical and spherical shell cases give

insight into the capabilities of the CAVEAT code. By simulating almost rigid cy-

lindrical and spherical shells, we show that two very different treatments cap

produce similar solutions, demonstrating CAVEAT'S capability for handling large

density differences between materials. We also have illustrated CAVEAT'S ability

to handle deformation by means of an adaptive mesh technique.

DOUBLE SHOCK
STRUCTURE

REFLECTED SHOCKS

INCIDENT SHOCK-
TRANSMITTED SHOCK<

-REFLECTED SHOCK

-RAREFACTION

Fig. 36. A close-up view of Fig. 35 at
a late time. Note: the con-
tour Interval In this figure
is not the same as those in
Fig. 35.

Fig.37. A close-up view of the shock
structure at a late time as an
incident shock passes over a
deformable spherical shell

<PSH
2,0) with the interior

boundary being free.
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V. DEFORMABLE CONICAL SHELLS

The configuration for the conical shell calculations is similar to that for

the wedge problems, with two differences: the tip of the conical shell curves

and intersects the left boundary at an angle normal to that boundary, and the

left boundary is a cylindrical-coordinate axis. Figure 38 shows the computation-

al mesh. We have used the same type of logically rectangular mesh as shown in

Fig. 26. Instead of deforming the top boundary at a specific radius, we have de-

formed it as if we were making an oblique wedge. Then we have bent the tip of

the wedge such that the interface is normal to the left boundary. The angle that

the shell makes with the cylindrical axis is 43 degrees.

As a first step we ran a problem with the computational mesh shown in Fig.

39, in which the shell has been replaced by a rigid wall, and planar geometry has

been used to produce a blunt-nose wedge. The boundary conditions are as follows:

bottom is inflow; top is outflow; right, left, and the obstacle are reflective.

Using these boundary conditions and mesh we perform a run similar to our first

rigid-wedge case. Figure 40 shows computer-generated contour plots of pressure

and density. These exhibit the double shock structure that the first wedge cal-

culations indicate. Figure 41 compares AP /AP. for this case with results from

Fig. 38. The computational mesh used
for the deformable conical
shell studies.

Fig.:39 The computational mesh used to
simulate the first rigid wedge
problem.
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the first wedge problem, and the experimental data of Heilig and Reichenbach.

The two points plotted with circles around them are from the blunt-wedge computa-

tional results. The solid curves are two- and three-shock theory and the circles

with error bars are the experimental data. With the slightly different wedge

shape in this calculation, our computational results nevertheless agree well with

the experimental data.

Fig. 40(a) Fig. 40(b)

Fig. 40. Computer-generated depictions of the blunt-nosed rigid-wedge problem using
the mesh of Fig. 39. (a) pressure contours and (b) density contours.
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Using the mesh shown in Fig. 38 and cylindrical geometry (left boundary an

axis of symmetry) we investigate the deformation of a conical shell. This re-

quires specifying the interior shell boundary as an applied pressure boundary and

applying a pressure to give initial equilibrium. Keeping all input conditions

the same as the blunt-nosed wedge calculation we specify the initial shell densi-

ty equal to 2.0 and its initial pressure equal to the initial pressure surround-

ing the shell. To handle the shell deformaticn we use the adaptive mesh. Figure

42 shows the evolution of shock structure and the deformation of the shell at a

sequence of times using computer-generated pressure contour plots. The interac-

tion of the incident shock with the outer interface produces reflected and trans-

mitted shocks. The transmitted shock then hits the interior interface producing

an inversion of the tip of the conical shell. A strong rarefaction is also pro-

duced after the transmitted shock intersects with the interior boundary. Figure

43 shows a time evolution of interface deformation at the same times chosen for

Fig. 42. The incoming incident shock position can be located by finding where

the outer interface of the cone starts to deform. We find that the shell tip ac-

celerates to a constant velocity, in this case approximately 1.5 times the shock

velocity. Note that the central blob of material is hollow except for intersec-

tion of the leading edge with the axis. Beyond this last configuration it is

expected that the entire flow field will propagate in an essentially self-similar

fashion.

For a contrasting calculation we change the initial density in the conical

shell from 2 to 0.5, such that the incident shock hits a lighter material. All

the other initial and input conditions are the same as in the previous conical

shell problem. Figure 44 shows the evolution of shock structure and the deforma-

tion of the shell at selected times. We see that as the incident shock hits the

outer interface it produces a rarefaction rather than a reflected shock and a

transmitted shock. In this case the transmitted shock moves ahead of the inci-

dent shock so that the transmitted shock hits the interior interface more quickly

than in the previous problem. Since the density of the shell is much smaller in

this case the interface bulges up the axis of symmetry of the conical shell at a

larger velocity (approximately 1.72 times the incident shock speed) than the case

with the larger shell density. Figure 45 shows the shell position at the same

times as in Fig. 44. Figure 46 shows a comparison of the shell position at the

same time in these two cases. The kink structure seen in the shell with the

larger density is not as severe in the lighter shell.
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Fig. 42. The evolution of shock structure as an incident shock (M = 3.11) passes
over a deformable conical shell (oeTI =» 2.0).
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44

Shell deformation for the problem of Fig. 42 at the same times as in
that figure.
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Fig. 44. The evolution of shock structure as an Incident shock (M » 3.11) passes
over a deformable conical shell with shell density equal to 0.5.
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Fig. 45. Shell deformation for the
problem of Fig. 44 at the
same times as in that figure.

Fig. 46. A comparison of shell config-
uration at a late time for the
two cases of Figs. 42 and 44.
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For our next calculation we specify the shell density to be equal to 5.G.

We keep ail the other input and initial conditions the same as in the previous

problem. Figure 47 shows the evolution of shock structure at various times. The

features in this figure are quite similar to those of Fig. 42. In this example

the transmitted shock moves slower through the deformable conical shell because

of the larger density in the shell. Also the speed at which the tip of the con-

ical shell moves up the left axis is much slower than in the previous two exam-

ples, being just slightly faster than the velocity of the incident shock. Figure

48 shows the evolution of the material configuration. Figure 49 shows the late

time mesh configuration. A close examination shows that the mesh has become

tangled, with cell edges crossing over each other. This complication caused our

calculation to terminate. This difficulty can be corrected by changing some of

the rezone parameters. In this calculation we specified an equal spacing of

nodes along all the boundaries thus causing our difficulty. We speculate that it

would be possible to find a better interface rezoning so that the cells would not

fold over each other.

In the final calculation of this study the shell density is 10.0. Figure 50

shows shock evolution and shell deformation at various times. Since the density

of the shell is even larger in this calculation, we find that the transmitted

shock moves through the shell more slowly than in the previous calculation. The

velocity of the tip is in this case only 0.94 times the velocity of the incident

shock. Figure 51 shows the shell configuration at the same times as in Fig. 50.

VI. QUESTIONS AND DISCREPANCIES

In examining the results of the calculations discussed in this report, we

observed a few that seemed questionable in comparison with experimental data,

analytical results, or our intuitive projection regarding the expected behavior.

In this section, we attempt to resolve some of these matters or at least to pre-

sent plausible explanations. These matters are most appropriately discussed In

relation to the figures In which they appear.
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Fig. 47. The evolution of shock structure as an incident shock (M = 3.11) passes
over a deformable conical shell with shell density equal to 5.0.

Fig. 48. Shell deformation for the ?!&• 49. Late time mesh configuration
problem of Fig. 47 at the f o r conical shell with shell
same times as in that figure. density equal 5.0.
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Fig. 50. The evolution of shock structure as an incident shock (M = 3.11) passes
over a deformable conical shell with shell density equal to 10.0.

Fig. 51. Shell deformation for the problem of Fig. 50 at the same times as in
that figure.
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A. Discrepancies of Figure 4

There are two matters to discuss relative to Fig. 4. The first concern is

the occurrence of two computed pressures at the incidence angle of 35 degrees.

The larger of these agrees well with both the experimental data of Heilig and

Reichenbach [2] and with the analytical single shock theory, the solid line in

the figure. The smaller, however, lies well below the single shock pressure, and

appears to be an extension of the double-shock data and theory to an incidence

angle that Is small compared to those that might ordinarily be expected. Heilig

and Reichenbach suggest that the incidence angle of 40 degrees is the smallest

for which Mach reflection should be observed. As depicted in Fig. 5, our calcu-

lation indicates a very short Mach stem for this set of circumstances; indeed,

the figure shows that the complex double Mach stem structure is visible at this

angle and Mach number. A cursory perusal of available literature suggests, how-

ever, that the Mach reflection in these circumstances may well be valid. Alter-

natively, it Is possible that the degree of resolution used for this calculation

resolves the dilemma of regular versus Mach reflection towards the latter with a

slightly nonphysical bias.

The second issue regarding Fig. 4 concerns the pressures at a 40 degree an-

gle of incidence where especially the larger of the two calculational pressure

jumps is low in comparison to both the experimental data and the theoretical

curve. In this regard, it is relevant to observe that the experimental measure-

ments required special interpretation in the immediate vicinity of this angle,

where the theoretical curve shows a very sharp upswing towards singularity. The

data points marked by an x with error bars were obtained from measurements of the

observed angle of reflection converted to pressure jump by means of a form of

Snell's law. This same type of discrepancy is also observed in Figs. 7 and 9.

In our calculations, the pressure behind the leading Mach stem shows a very nar-

row spike as illustrated in Fig. 52(b), which plots the pressure as a function of

position along the wedge at a late time for the circumstances of Fig. 7 at an in-

cidence angle of 55 degrees. This sharpness of the pressure spike is observed in

most of our calculations for angles of incidence down to the value at which the

single shock singularity occurs. Experimentally, this sharpness may have pre-

cluded accurate peak pressure measurements due to finite response time of the

transducers. In calculations, the accurate determination of peak pressure is

impeded by the resolution of the mesh. With self-similar behavior for the solu-

tion as it progresses along the wedge through a mesh with unchanging resolution,
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the peak calculated pressure is expected to rise asymptotically to its correct

value and this progression is indeed observed in our results. The points shown

in the vicinity of the singularity in Figs. 4, 7, and 9 are low but rising; com-

puter time limitations, however, prevent our extension of the calculation to the

ultimate value at this angle.

B. Discrepancies of Figure 7

Another point of concern regarding Fig. 7 is the relationship between the

experimental points and the theoretical curve at angle of incidence greater than

46 degrees. The comments regarding the experimental and calculational points at

46 degrees were discussed in relation to Fig. 4, above. In that figure, the ex-

perimental data agreed with the theoretical curve at large angles of incidence;

in Fig. 7, however, there is a discrepancy at those large angles. The calcula-

tions furnish a very plausible explanation for this contrast. For the calcula-

tions shown in Fig. 4, the pressure profiles along the wedge have relatively

broad maxima like those of the regular reflection profile in Fig. 52a. For the

case of Fig. 7, the profiles are very sharp at all angles above the singularity

angle, like those of Fig. 52b. Let us assume that the experimental transducers

responded with a finite relaxation time. Running our calculation to late enough

times for resolution of the asymptotic pressure spike enables us to read the

pressure at any desired finite time behind that spike. Assuming spacial delays,

AC, ranging from 0.5 to 1.2 in vertical calculational distance unit?, we can plot

the calculated pressure and compare with the experimental data. With AC equal to

zero our calculated results are very close to the theoretical curve. With AC

equal to 0.6 the calculations match the experimental results quite nicely. Know-

ing the actual shock speed in the experiments and the correspondence between ex-

perimental and calculational length scales we can transform the observed value of

AC to an estimated transducer response time, which in this case is approximately
-4

1 x 10 seconds.

C. Discrepancies of Figure 17

This figure shows two discrepancies of interest. One of them is the depar-

ture of both the experimental and calculational points from the theoretical

curve, which in particular exhibits a sharp rise at 40 degrees. The theoretical

curve was derived by considering the pressure jump on a wedge at each of a suc-

cession of wedge angles and assuming that the same pressure jump would occur as

the shock passed around the cylinder. It is clear that the transient behavior of

the dynamics near the intersection point prevents the flow field from locally
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Fig. 52(a) Fig. 52(b)

Fig. 52. A comparison of the pressure profiles along the wedge for two different
wedge angles and M = 1.26. (a) shows a broad maxima for regular
reflection and (b) shows a narrow spike for simple Mach reflection.

equilibrating to the wedge-theory result for angles greater than about 30 degrees

or so. A more important discrepancy in this figure Is the disagreement between

the experimental results of Hellig and Reichenbach and our calculated results.

The experimental data lack error bars but the possible magnitude of the errors

may be indicated by the scatter and in particular by the point at 30 degrees. It

is not likely, however, that the discrepancy at larger angles can be explained by

experimental error. At very large angles, pressure-spike sharpness might pre-

clude transducer resolution, but at those angles (greater than 50 degrees) Heilig

and Reichenbach simply present no data. We are thus at a loss to explain the ob-

served discrepancy. Two comments, however, may be relevant. One refers to Fig.

19 in which the same discrepancy is observed at a larger Mach number. At angles

greater than 60 degrees that figure shows two pressures at each angle, the lower

one being a precursor and the upper derived from pressures at the knee cf a curve

like that shown in Fig. 20. This complex structure for the pressure profile at

its leading edge lends slight ambiguity to the relationship between experimental

and calculational interpretations. The experiments may be picking up a relative-

ly low signal for the initial rise at the transducer. Our calculational inter-

pretation of the pressure at the curve's knee may in contrast be too high a rep-

resentation of what we would expect the experiments to show. It is interesting
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to note in Fig. 27, that allowance for even a slight deformation of the interface

brings the calculational results down toward the experimental values.

VII. CONCLUSION

These CAVEAT results provide useful and valuable information about the code.

Our study of the interaction of shocks in air with rigid wedges, cylinders, and

spheres, and with deformable cylindrical, spherical, and conical shells demon-

strates considerable accuracy in the CAVEAT code and illustrates a variety of

available options. To demonstrate these features, we have compared our computa-

tional results with the experimental data presented by Heilig and Reichenbach [2]

and with various theoretical and analytical results. Comparing density contour

plots generated from our computational data with Shadow-Schlieren photographs [2]

and interferograms presented by Ben-Dor and Glass [3] we see that the complex

shock structures generated from our computational results are very similar to

those of the experiments. We find that our computational results show very good

detail of the shock structures and in some cases we see better detail about the

shock structure in our computational results then the photographs of the actual

experiments provide. In general the numerical calculations almost always produce

a wealth of data regarding the dynamical processes far greater than is obtainable

by the performance of an experiment. For example each of the calculations pre-

sented in this report gives a complete profile of the changing temperature fields

and velocity vectors throughout both of the interacting materials.

CAVEAT can handle large differences in density between two adjacent materi-

als. When we simulate an almost rigid cylinder or sphere by making the density

in the shell region large we get results in close agreement to the rigid cylinder

and sphere cases. The study also provides useful information about the adaptive

mesh technique implemented in the CAVEAT code. We show that the code is able to

handle large deformations as a result of its adaptive rezone capability.
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